
#38165, Rent - Apartment, Belgrade, SENJAK

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 165 m² €2,500 CHECK AVAILABILITY

ALL OPT INDEPEN NO 2 1 1 1 NO NO 1 1

BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS THE FLOOR

3 1 2

Fantastic apartment, located in an elite, residential area, on the sunny slope of the Senjak. From this location, over Ada bridge

one can reach New Belgrade in only few minutes, and the city center is at ten minutes driving distance.The neighbourhood is

abundant with greenery. There are several international schools in the district, as well as several embassies and diplomatic

branches. Beautiful building with stone facade, with a decorated 200m<sup>2</sup> front yard, which is available to all

tenants. The interior of the building is well maintained, while in the basement there are an excellent storage room and garage

where one place is for rent together with the apartment. In addition to the garage, there is also a parking place on open parking

lot with a ramp.The apartment is equipped with 3 m high ceilings which give additional space to rooms, 1st class, high gloss

parquet and excellent carpentry. It is spacious and illuminated, with a functional layout of sleeping area and the rest of the

apartment. The apartment has three bedrooms that share two bathrooms. A beautiful modern kitchen with a kitchen island is

open towards the dining room, and with a living room decorated with a fireplace make an extremely comfortable space of about

50 m<sup>2</sup>. The space is threeside-oriented and surrounded with a terrace of about 25 m<sup>2</sup> overlooking

the hippodrome and Kosutnjak. The equipment in the apartment is modern and simple, but combination of attractive design and

bold elements are sublimed in a unique ambience, suitable for people who prefer a modern lifestyle.
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